
   New Town Community Bike Hub Induction form.  Unique Reference Number __________ 
 

 
Shorty 

 
Benno Boost 

 
CUBE 

 
Babboe 

 

To ensure your safety and to get the most out of 
your bike hire we require you to complete a short 
induction on the basic uses of the eBikes. There 
may be specific information to understand for each 
bike, but all the bikes require you to do the most 
basic of checks, illustrated by the A-B-C check.  
Inductee Bikes 

Date Tick items below when 
complete 

Instructor 

Bike Shelter  
How to lock & unlock bike shelter. 
How to lock & unlock bike from 
shelter. 
Safe/best access route to & from 
shelter to road. 
Tidy bike parking in the shelter. 
Bike photos before & after use. 

Bike Security 
How to lock & unlock bike. 
How to use frame lock, D-lock & 
chain locks. 
Secure to an immovable object. 
GPS tracker on the bike. 
Bike key uses and safe keeping 
– lost keys will lose deposits. 

Battery 
How to use charger & plug it in. 
Make sure the battery is secure on 
bike. 
Know the mileage range of the 
battery. 
Approx biking range. 

Electric controller 
On/off. 
Lights. 
How to change assistance levels. 
Gears & Electric Assist. 

Other info like range and trip reset. 

 

General use  
Kick stands. 
Gears. 
Hand brakes. 

Rain covers, child seat and 

bench installation and removal. 

 

Skills and control 
Heavy bikes and balance. Hold 
bikes while children climb in and out. 
Test Ride: 
Can cycle smoothly & turn corners. 
Can signal. 
Can look over shoulder. 
Can come to a stop. 

Gears Vs Electric Assist 

Always use your gears first, only add more electric assist if your gears aren’t sufficient. For general level 

surfaces you can use Eco / Standard or Tour mode. You only really need Sport or Turbo mode if you are 

going up hills or have a particularly heavy load or a fierce head wind. Riding in Sport or Turbo mode all the 

time wears the battery, motor, chain and cassette (gears).  

How Far Can I Ride on A Single Charge?  

The range depends on which bike you are using and how you use it, but you can expect a range of 15-90 

miles. Cargo bikes are easy to ride in most cases, but you should make best use of the gears and different 

assist levels to maximize your range – for example trying to stay in lower assist modes and only using the 

‘turbo’ modes for pulling away or steep hills. The computer on each bike will dynamically change the range 

estimation depending on how you’re riding it so don’t be surprised to see a drop or increase in range even 

after you’ve set off. 

What if I have a problem? 

If you have any sort of problem, to do with the operation of the bike please call… 
Simon on 07903745690, Kim on 07956635035 or Emily on 07847120219. 
If the bike is stolen, please report it to the police immediately and obtain a crime number and call us too. 
I have received instructions on all the items above and feel well prepared to use the eCargo bikes at my 
own risk. Signed 

 


